The "Cup-Hunting"
The "Cup-hunting" was designed, to receive several cups, if you play well in BBO-Bridgetournaments. These cups can be placed in a virtual cupboard.
Every user of Bibo-Zahlen.de has the ability, to look in all the cupboards from every player.
Every cupboard is designed in a different way, that means, there are no 2 cupboards of 2 different
players identical.
Every cup, which is placed in the cupboard, has its own value:
the 1st -- 3rd cup: 1 € each,
the 4th -- 6th cup: 1,10 € each,
the 7th -- 9th cup: 1,20 € each,
the 10th -- 12th cup: 1,30 € each,
the 13th -- 15th cup: 1,40 € each.
in result, if you won all possible 15 cups, your cup-capability is 18 €.
It is possible to change the "cup-capability" into an coupon for the bridge-shop from
www.BiboZahlen.de at every time. But you have to change always the complete cup-capability, to
change only a part of your cup-capability, is impossible. Also, there is no way, to change your cupcapability into something else than this coupon.
There is only one restriction, using this coupon: The value of your order has to be at least "2 x value
of the coupon". (at this moment, it isn´t possible to buy items directly from the shop, if you are
outside from germany. So, please, send us an email with your order, and tell us your coupon-code)
and we will do the rest.
As soon, as the cupboard is completed, this means, the cupboard contains all 15 cups, you won´t
receive more cups, before you didn´t change your cup-capability into a coupon.

Cup-Hunting-Participation:
Every player, who is listed in the BIBO-Database, participates automatically at the "Cup-Hunting".
The only restriction: You need to have at least 65 BIBO-calculated boards, before start of the tourney.
If you don´t have at least 65 BIBO-calculated boards, you have to play first some more boards, before
you can win a cup. As soon, as you have played the necessary 65 boards, you are able to receive the
cups. (automatically)

How to win a cup?
Every time, you improve your BIBO-Rating within ONE BBO-Tourney for 100 or more BIBO-Points,
you´ll receive a cup!

How will the cup come into my cupboard?
When we regard, that you improved you BIBO-Rating within ONE tournament for 100 or more BIBOPoints,, we will send you a BIBO-congratulation-message.

within this message, you´ll see a picture of the cup, you just won. Also, there is a button "send cup to
cupboard". If you´ll click on this button, the cup will be transferred into your cupboard. At this
moment, the cup is your own, and you´ll have the ability to change it into a coupon.
Important: It is only possible to send the cup to your cupboard, if you are logged in with password!
Attention: the congratulation-message is only valid for 48 hours, after calculation of the tourney.
After 48 hours, the message will be deleted automatically and the cup will be lost for you.
Therefore, it will be a good idea, to enter www.bibo-zahlen.de very quickly after you played a strong
tournament, to send the cup (if you won it) to your cupboard within the maximum of 48 hours.
We will try, to send a BBO-message to every cup-winner of every BIBO-calculated tourney. But, as we
have to do this "by hand" (and this takes of course much time), it isn´t sure that this message will be
there in your BBO-account. Therefore, if this message is missing, this doesn´t mean surely, that you
didn´t win a cup.

"Cup-Hunting"-Basics:
The cups will be won by change of your BIBO-Rating, thereby, it is possible, that, f.e., the winner of a
tournament won´t receive a cup, but the 4th will do. This is ok for us, because the object of the CupHunting is to encourage the players, to improve their bridge-playing-strength.
We know, that in fact, it is easier for a weak player, to receive a cup, but we like to give cups to
players who improve their bridge-playing-strength. That´s the object of the "Cup-Hunting"

Changes in the BIBO-Program:
In the BIBO-Program you´ll see on the right side, a small picture of your actual cupboard.

If you´ll click this picture, a new window will open, with a bigger picture of your cupboard. There you
have also the possibility to change your cup-capability into a coupon.

as another change in the BIBO-Program you´ll see a small green circle containing a number,
according to every player. This number tells you, how much cups this player has already in his
cupboard. If this green circle is missing, he hasn´t collected any cup until this moment.

if you´ll click o this circle, you can see the cupboard of this player, and admire the cupboard, and, if
you like, maybe you´ll send a short message to this player, sending congratulations for his nice
cupboard. We are sure, he will be happy!

